A simple cell model with dominating opponent inhibition for robust image processing.
The extraction of oriented contrast information by cortical simple cells is a fundamental step in early visual processing. The orientation selectivity originates at least partly from the input of lateral geniculate nuclei neurons with properly aligned receptive fields. In the present article, we investigate the feedforward interactions between on- and off-pathways. Based on physiological evidence we propose a push-pull model with dominating opponent inhibition (DOI). We show that the model can account for empirical data on simple cells, such as contrast-invariant orientation tuning, sharpening of orientation tuning with increasing inhibition, and strong response decrements to stimuli with luminance gradient reversal. With identical parameter settings, we apply the model for the processing of synthetic and real world images. We show that the model with DOI can robustly extract oriented contrast information from noisy input. More important, noise is adaptively suppressed, i.e. the model simple cells do not respond to homogeneous regions of different noise levels, while remaining sensitive to small contrast changes. The image processing results reveal a possible functional role of the strong inhibition as observed empirically, namely to adaptively suppress responses to noisy input.